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I. INTRODUCTION

The High-level Policy Workshop on the Promotion of Capital Market Development in Africa took place in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia at the UNECA Conference Center during 1-3 November 1999. The Theme of the workshop
was the Identification of Technical Assistance Needs for Capital Market Development in Africa.
The Workshop was preceded by a Steering Committee Meeting that was attended by representatives of the
three executing agencies, ECA, UNCTAD and the African Capital Markets Forum (ACMF).

The Workshop was officially opened by the Director of the Development Management Division, ECA. This
was followed by an introduction to the Capital Markets Project by the Project Director and presentations by five
officials active in African capital markets and discussions centering on these presentations. A roundtable discussion
was then held to discuss the draft report on technical assistance needs prepared by the Project Director and to identify
technical assistance requirements for building African capital markets. The final day of the workshop was dedicated to
consideration of a draft report on the presentations, discussions and recommendations for technical assistance resulting
from the workshop.

II. PARTICIPATION

The Workshop was attended by high level officials involved in capital market activities from thirteen African
countries (Algeria, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Cote dTvoire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, Namibia, Niger, South Africa,
Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia). Officials from UNCTAD, OAU, Embassies of Burkina Faso and Gabon, Bourse

Regional des Valeurs Mobilises de 1'Afrique de l'Ouest (BRVM), Conseil Regional de l'Epargne Publique et des
Marches Financiers, Banque des Etats de 1'Afrique Centrale (BEAC), Inter-American Bank (IDB) and invited guests
from private Ethiopian Banks and Corporations.

III. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

♦

Opening remarks

Mr. James Nxumalo, the Director of the Development Management Division, ECA, welcomed participants to
the Workshop. He stressed the need for strengthening capital markets in order to improve the lives of Africans. He
pointed out that ECA's effort to promote private sector development in Africa is motivated by the above concern, and
identified the aims of the workshop as follows :
•

•
•

To promote networking among African businesspersons and foreign investors;

To provide a platform for African governments to outline their policies for creating an investor friendly climate;
and

To organize and create a forum, such as the ECA initiated African Capital Markets Forum, for exploring
investment opportunities in several sectors.

Mr. Nxumalo informed participants of the genesis of the Project.

♦ Introduction to the project

The rationale ofthe Project is that the existence of a well-functioning capital market is essential to the mobilisation
of resources both domestically and from abroad. Based upon this premise, the Project seeks to enhance the capacity
of African countries to deepen domestic capital market development. The project is divided into three separate
phases.

Phase I:
Phases II and III:

Fact finding missions and High-Level Policy Workshop to identify technical assis

tance needs.

Implementation of technical assistance activities identified in Phase I.

In June 1999, the Government of Japan agreed to fund Phase I of the Project.

♦

Organization of the workshop

The programme of work was adopted as outlined in Annex I.

IV. PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 The Johannesburg stock exchange and training activities : Lessons for
the rest of africa

The Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) does not have a formal training program per se. However, the JSE
facilitates and coordinates the entry-level examination called the Registered Persons Examination (RPE). This exami
nation is designed for potential market participants, especially stockbrokers. The JSE could make information on this
exam available to interested workshop participants.

In addition, the JSE has signed Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) with some of the stock exchanges
in Africa, including Ghana, Kenya, Mauritius and Namibia. The Cairo Stock Exchange has expressed a wish to sign a
MOU with the JSE. Through these MOUs the JSE provides technical assistance to stock exchanges. Typically the
MOU partner will ask the JSE to host a member of staff for a period of one week. The visitor spends one day in each
of the main divisions of the JSE (Surveillance/Inspecting, Listings, Markets, Corporate Communications, and some
times the Legal Counsel Division or Research Division). The visitor is encouraged to make thorough preparations

before coming to the JSE in order to obtain maximum benefit from the posting.

The Corporate Communications Division is responsible for educating the public about the JSE and its role in
the national economy. Corporate Communications Officers travel throughout South Africa "demystifying" the role and
operations of the JSE to their audiences who include:

Schools. Mainly high schools and colleges, but sometimes universities.
IPO road shows.
Trade unionists.

Government officials at local, provincial and national levels.
Community organizations and burial societies called "stokvels".

The Corporate Communications Division also uses:
The JSE website, infomercials and radio/TV.

School competitions for simulated trading and investment policies.
Print brochures.

Organized visits to the JSE by interested schools, colleges, etc.

Sponsored bursaries in limited numbers to needy and deserving students to pursue studies in accounting,

•

business economics, and mathematics at universities or colleges.
Papers delivered at conferences, seminars and workshops on capital market development.

The JSE would like the curriculum of high schools to include studies on the equities market, and this proposal
has been made to the education authorities. The JSE is awaiting a response. As the only member of the FIBV in
Africa, the JSE has also undertaken to inform the SADC stock exchanges about relevant developments that affect
emerging markets.

Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) has been a national policy issue in South Africa since the establish

ment of a democratic dispensation in 1994. Black-owned and black-controlled companies listed on the JSE account for
approximately 8% to 10% of JSE market capitalization of R 1.5 trillion as at end September 1999. BEE is an ongoing
process designed to bring more black enterprises into the mainstream of economic activity in South Africa.
With respect to regional integration, SADC countries with the exception of Tanzania and Mauritius announced
in October 1999 the harmonized of their listing requirements based upon the JSE's 13 principles on listing rules.
Tanzania and Mauritius were currently awaiting the approval of their respective regulators with regard to the proposed
harmonization. Harmonization of listing rules is expected to stimulate cross-border investment and dual listings. The
next project will include harmonization of electronic trading systems or their rationalization. SADC-member stock
exchanges have also agreed to develop common entry-level examinations for stockbrokers and a common clearing and
settlement model.

With respect to international trends, African stock exchanges will at some point in the near future need to
formulate a response to the following major current international trends among stock exchanges: demutualization,
consolidation and competition. In South Africa there are currently negotiations on a merger among the JSE, the Bond
Exchange of South Africa (BESA) and the South Africa Futures Exchange (SAFEX). Into a single securities ex
change The clearing and settlement system of the JSE, STRATE (Shares Transactions Totally Electronic), is currently
being implemented. It is envisaged that this process of dematerialization will continue until the first quarter of year
2001.

♦

Discussion

With regard to the issue of training, the speaker suggested that the system of visits to the JSE for training of
staff of other African stock exchanges based upon Memorandum's of Understanding should be able to accommodate
a reasonable number ofrequests. For training of regulators, collaboration with South Africa's Financial Services Board
(FSB), the regulatory body for the securities markets, might be appropriate.

With regard to regionalization of capital market operations, it was noted that in Southern Africa, the Committee
for Insurance, Securities and non-Banking Authorities (CISNA) was the relevant body within SADC that had agreed
harmonization of listings requirements among SADC countries (excepting mauritius and Tanzania which were awaiting
approval for harmonization). At the same time, in East Africa, the East African Securities Regulatory Authorities
(EASRA), which includes membership of exchanges and regulators, is seeking to regionalize the development of
capital markets in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda through harmonized regulations and securities trading frameworks,
facilitating the establishment of regional financial mechanisms, promoting and encouraging cross-boder listings and
trading activity and developing common clearing and settlement and a common central securities depository (CSD).
The speaker highlighted the importance of technology and electronic trading and settlement, promoting the
establishment of such systems from the start for new exchanges in Africa (such as the BRVM) or elsewhere rather
than open outcry trading and manual clearing and settlement systems. It was noted that Namibia unilizes the JSEs JET
trading system at cost while several African countries had recently agreed to utilize Mauritius' CSD. Given the heightened
competition among exchanges internationally, a big question is how small African stock exchanges should respond.
4.2 Capital market promotion and regional integration

♦ History and purpose of BRVM
The West African Regional Stock Exchange (BRVM) was established by the eight West African Monetary

Union (WAMU) countries (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and Togo) and
began operations on 16 September 1998. The BRVM has the following objectives:
Raising subregional funds in order to finance investments.
Strengthening economic integration among member states of WAMU.

u7Amn

The creation of a regional exchange was considered appropriate given the small economic size of individual

*^.nr, ,,,\*;n\. «-.=««+ +V.O+ r. ^ninnai market wnnlH TwfwiHp the. renuired economies of scale for a viable

market. A number of necessary conditions for the establishment of the regional stock exchange were identified. The
existence of the political will to realize the integration of the local economies and involvement of various WAMU
authorities was essential. The participation of the private sector in decision making was important in order to gain wide
public support for the necessary reforms involved. Another important aspect was a substantial degree of economic and
regulatory harmonization in respect of fiscal policies, customs tariffs and accounting standards as well as the existence
of a single central bank, a single bank supervisory body and a single currency for all member countries.

♦

Organization of BRVM

The BRVM is centered around two major entities:

A public entity composed of the Regional Council for Public Savings and Capital Markets (CREPMF),
which is the supervisory body of the exchange.

A private entity comprised of the Regional Stock exchange, the Central Depository\Settlement Bank
(CDS), and participants such as Brokerage Companies (SGI), Portfolio Management Companies
(SGP), Income Generating Companies and sales people.

Ownership of the BRVM is distributed among various shareholders as follows: brokers 28%, WAMU
private sector 25%, sub-regional institutions 23%, WAMU states 13%, Chamber of Commerce and Industry 11 %.
The BRVM and CDS are fully automated and are represented in each WAMU country by a national antenna
linked to the central site by a VSAT satellite network which has allowed brokers to place orders for trades. Order
transmission via VSAT has been operational only since 24 march 1999. There are separate computerized systems for
trading and for the central depository.

♦ Activity on the BRVM
The BRVM commenced operations with 34 listed companies, this number growing to 38 by 22 October 1999.
The total volume of transactions since the start of operations is estimated at 3.15 million securities representing 46.96
billion CFA ($78.26 million). This represents an average 18.813 securities for 281.18 million CFA ($468 640) per
trading session. BVRM needs in technical assistance :
Set up of a Rating Agency

Set up of a Research Department at BRVM

Participation to International Conference for the Promotion of African Stock Exchange
Participation to an exchange framework for African Capital Market
Training for BVRM staff and market participants by providing different levels of securities courses
(Financing new products development, Market control, Portfolio management, Collective Invest
ment Management)
Training Centre

Strengthen data processing security (Gateway, Brokers connection, Contingency Plan)
Creation of Web Site

Training seminar on Investment and financial technics through capital markets for States financial
services

Training seminar for journalists

♦

Discussion

Discussion centered on details of the operation of the BRVM as many participants were interested in how the
market operates. The speaker confirmed that the VSAT satellite system had so far operated without any technical
difficulties. Work was under way, however, to enable all branch antennas to print reports. The issue of settlement risk
in light of a commercial bank handling settlement was discussed, as was the funding for the establishment of the
BRVM and the use of limits on price variation per trading session to limit price volatility. The issue of how to promote
the development of domestic bond markets and the potential utility of a regional credit rating agency were raised. It

was noted that the Central African countries are working on establishing a regional stock exchange for Central Africa
based upon the BRVM with several modifications.

The speaker reiterated the critical role of political will in any attempt to develop regional initiatives. The issue
of regionalization of capital markets under differing initial conditions was broached with the question of whether
physical locations for trading or merely points of access for trading were needed for the development of stock exchanges.
In the case of the establishment of the BRVM in West Africa, initially there had existed only one national stock

exchange, which made it easier to establish a regional exchange. In the case where several national exchanges already
exist but countries wish to regionalize operations, the issue of how to do this is more complicated, and may take the
form ofvarious aspects ofharmonization among the countries and the promotion ofcross-listings and regional trading.
This issue was seen as critical for Africa.

4.3 Training and public awarness programs in support of capital market
Development in Zambia

♦

Historical Background

Zambia enacted in Zambia Stock Exchange Act in 1970 but no stock exchange was established because the
government ofthe day implemented a wholesale nationalization program which resulted into 80% of all business and
financial activities in government owned parastatal bodies and only 20% as private sector. Zambia liberalized economic
activity during the 1990s through a comprehensive privatization program that saw the enactment ofthe 1990 Zambia
Stock Exchange Act, which was a rehash of the 1970 Act, and the much more modern 1993 Securities Act.

♦ The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and investor protection
Under the 1993 Act the SEC was created as the regulatory agency that oversees the markets and licenses all
intermediaries and the stock exchanges. Given the market's early stage of development, the SEC has an added duty of

promoting the development of the market. Investor protection is an important function ofthe SEC. Investor protection

is provided for through the law, through promotion of investor knowledge and information, and through external

networking.

Regarding protection through the law, the SEC, under the Securities Act, provides investor protection by
ensuring that all those licensed are properly qualified, requiring full disclosure by relevant market participants and
through various regulations. However, the SEC believes that knowledgeable and informed investors provide the best
form of investor protection. Accordingly, the SEC directly provides training for regulatory staff and players in the
market and public awareness campaigns to educate and inform the investing public and promotes additional training for
regulatory staff and market players.

♦

Training for Intermediaries

The SEC conducts a two-week intensive stockbroker's course run twice a year. The course is a pre-requisite

for all intermediaries before being licensed. The course could be adapted for use by other pre-emerging and emerging
markets. Indeed, the Committee for Insurance, Securities and Non-baking Authorities (CISNA), a body within SADC,
(Southern African Development Community) is currently considering the possibility of adopting the course for use
within SADC.

♦ Training for SEC and LuSE Staff
Both the SEC and the Lusaka Stock Exchange (LuSE) recruit professionals as members of staff who then go
through the same stockbrokers course as intermediaries. On-the-job training is also done under the International Orga
nization for Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and selected LuSE staff are sent to the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE) for training. Training programs are also available through the United States Securities and Exchange Commis

sion (SEC) INTRADOS, the International Law Institute (ILI) in the United States and Uganda. Also, the Swedish

International Development Agency (SIDA) conducts annual seminars which bring together various capital market
practitioners from Africa. Study tours and exchange visits potential future methods of providing training. Specific
workshops are also conducted for members of staff for particular issues.

♦

Public.Awareness Campaigns

To develop knowledgeable investors, comprehensive public awareness campaigns have been launched through
the print and electronic media. There are radio and television discussions and phone-in programs on which staff from
both the SEC and LuSE appear as guests and interface with the public. Quizzes are conducted and short 10-minute
documentary infomercials shown on television. The LuSE also has an internet website. The SEC and LuSE produce
posters and brochures (which are also required to be translated into 7 local languages to cover a wider audience). The
SEC and LuSE also take part in trade fairs during which stockbrokers provide information on the capital market.
Drama is extensively used to emphasize the role of the capital market as an alternative investment vehicle for both
institutional investors and the general public. Structured workshops on topics such as unit trusts and fund management
are also conducted for members of Parliament and other groups.

The SEC and LuSE have jointly developed a school curriculum in Cooperation with the Curriculum Develop
ment Center (CDC) under which the senior secondary school curriculum in Zambia will include a course on Zambian
capital market operations in place ofthe London Stock Exchange. In addition, public lectures are given at universities,

colleges and to interest groups, charitable organizations and professional associations. Finally, road shows are used as

convenient occasions for public awareness campaigns during Initial Public Offers (IPO's).

♦

External Networking

Much has been gained by the SEC and LuSE through their affiliation with international bodies such as IOSCO
(regarding the SEC), the African Capital Market Forum (ACMF), CISNA (regarding the SEC), ASEA (regarding the
LuSE) and the SADC Committee on Stock Exchanges (regarding LuSE).

♦

Discussion

Discussion centered on public awareness activities in Zambia and measures to gain wider public participation
in capital market activities. It was noted that the privatization process in Zambia was one avenue through which wider
participation by the general public in ownership of formerly state-owned enterprises (SOEs) was facilitated. Initial
public offers (IPOs) through privatization of SOEs were limited to Zambian public institutions and citizens.
The privatization program also utilized Employee Share Ownership Plans (ESOPs) under which employees of
privatized companies which were floated on the exchange were allowed to purchase shares and pay for them over a
period of time to broaden participation. In order to participation by Zambians in the stock exchange, the Zambian
government had waived the payment of the Property Transfer Tax on all transactions on shares of limited companies
(ordinarily the PTT would have been paid for share transfers since shares were regarded as property).
The establishment of collective investment schemes (CISs) such as mutual funds represents an important

method by which wide public participation by middle-income professionals could participate in the capital market. With
respect to public awareness campaigns, specific interest groups should be targeted. In Zambia, special workshops

have been arranged for Members of Parliament, journalists, accountants and lawyers. Regarding the determination of
the impact ofpublic awareness campaigns, the speaker explained that after the initial 1995 public awareness campaign
(before the first IPO), the SEC engaged independent consultants to conduct an Impact Assessment Survey to deter
mine the effectiveness of the PAC program.

Based on the results ofthe survey, the campaign was redesigned. Funding was identified as the main obstacle
in the implementation ofpublic awareness programs. In Zambia, most ofthe program was funded from donor agency
support such as SIDA, USAID, UNDP, NORAD and the EU given the SECs dependence upon government funding,

which was inadequate. Such campaigns must be designed to promote trading rather than strictly buy and hold strate
gies that have tended to predominate, a trend the speaker referred to as the "cattle-ownership" mentality.

4.4 Activities in support of capital markets promotion in Latin America
and Caribbean Region : Lessons from experience
The presentation focused on three questions :

>
>
>

What are some of the mechanisms to foster the development of capital market in emerging economies?
What are the lessons learnt from the work in the Latin America and the Caribbean that are applicable to
Africa?

What are appropriate technical assistance activities to facilitate capital market development in new emerging
economies?

♦

Capital Market Framework

The presentation answered the first question by providing a framework that has been utilized in the work to
further capital market development in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) with a focus on macro-economic
stability, supply side impacts, demand side considerations and market structure.

A stable macro-economic environment in terms ofprice and exchange rate stability, manageable fiscal deficits,
and appropriate control over monetary policy provides the necessary foundation for capital market development. The
level ofdomestic savings and foreign investment flows determines the supply of capital to the economy. The development
of domestic institutional investors is one important way in which developing countries have sought to increase the
supply of funds. The demand for capital is primarily a function of the availability of investment opportunities. The
market infrastructure includes the legal framework for the capital market, the regulatory structure and framework and
the clearing and settlement systems. Capital market development involves measures related to the supply of and
demand for capital and the market infrastructure.

♦

Lessons Learned in Promoting Capital Market Development

Issues related to the second question represented the central focus of the presentation. The lessons are

divided into general issues and specific considerations. The general lessons pertain to the importance of a stable and
sound macro-economic foundation, the role of a "champion" either in government or in private sector who pushes the
development of the capital market, and the opportunities provided by advances in information technology for countries
with less developed capital markets to skip some of the stages of evolution in information technology systems that
advanced capital markets have passed through.

♦

Some of the specific lessons highlighted :

1.

One-size fits all approach is not appropriate given the lack of homogeneity in capital market development
among various developing countries. It can be useful to break these stages of capital market development into
non-existent, pre-emerging, emerging and mature. A table outlining these stages is included in the Appendix.

2.

Putting in place a capital market strategy at the regional, sub-regional or national levels is a good first step.
Strategies at the regional level may focus on common understanding among countries while that at the subregional level allows countries at a similar level of development or with special ties to develop a strategy
specific to them. At the national level strategy involves the government act in Cooperation with the private
sector in developing a strategy. Consideration should be given to the relevance of international standards,
principles and best practices when formulating these strategies.

3.

There are several challenges to stock market harmonization and integration, depending upon the degree of
integration contemplated including national pride, proprietary interests being threatened, differing levels of
development, legal and/or regulatory disharmony and intra-country market segmentation.

4.

Investor education and market promotion were also highlighted as relevant areas of focus in order to promote
wider public participation in capital market activities.

♦

Technical Assistance Strategies

Several recommendations consistent with the typology ofthe division ofcountries into non-existent, pre-emerging,
emerging and mature capital markets were provided to assist with developing a response to the first question (see

Table 2 in Appendix).

♦

Discussion

Several participants thought that the framework of identifying the stage of development of capital markets
could be useful. It was suggested that there might be a relevant role to be played in the project by the African
Development Bank (ADB) given its ability to deal with the region and individual countries on a broader level along with
its technical capacity and fund raising ability.

With respect to the issue of credit rating agencies, while these entities are useful to support the acceptability of
securities in the market, prior evidence has demonstrated that the infrequency ofnew issues and non-sustainable levels
of activity in pre-emerging and emerging markets may render the establishment of independent credit rating agencies
unfeasible. A strategy of establishing franchises orjoint venture programs with major international rating agencies such
as Duff and Phelps and Moody's might prove superior.

It was noted that, among other things, credit rating agencies help improve the type and quality of information
available on the capital market. The role of high level seminars to sensitize policy makers to the importance of reforms
required to further the advancement of capital markets in the region was highlighted. The need for appropriate sequencing
of financial market liberalization and privatization was also noted. With respect to the role of the IDB in capital market
development in LAC the speaker noted that various bodies within the IDB Group assist countries with the legal/
regulatory framework and market infrastructure and in developing supply and demand side aspects of capital markets.

4.5 Capacity building in capital markets promotion in Africa : the road ahead
The availability of information is critical to the orderly operation ofthe capital market. Appropriate information
strategies are therefore required to promote capital market development in Africa. Information has value, and there is
an active market for .information. Indeed, the sale of information represents a significant source of funding for the
LuSE. The cost of information acquisition must be reasonably low in order to maximize its benefit to users.

♦ Demand for and Supply of Information
The ultimate sources of information in the capital market are the companies whose securities are quoted and
traded, which must disclose specific information in their annual report, and the exchange itself. The annual report is a
comprehensive disclosure document that should contain information on compliance with listing rules and with corporate
governance principles in addition to a statement of the company's financial accounts. Exchanges are increasingly
releasing information on a basis that approaches real time. Those on the demand side are the shareholders and invest
ing public, financial analysts, brokers and information service providers. The latter three are also suppliers of informa
tion to investors and the general public. Given the central role of information in capital markets, a steady flow of low
cost, high quality information must be ensured.

♦

Capacity Building Needs

With regard to financial market reporting, training in financial markets for personnel in the print and broadcast
(television and radio) media would be useful. This training could take the form of seminars, workshops and stock
exchange visits. At the same time there is a need in many African markets for improved technical research, reporting
and information management. Continuing education programs for brokers and fund managers can help meet this need.
This training could be provided in collaboration with existing institutions such as business schools.

♦

Strategies for Increasing Private Sector Involvement

The involvement of the private sector is the key to achieving sustainability in the shortest possible time. It is
necessary therefore to develop capacity building strategies that stimulate private sector participation both on the de
mand and supply side. In order to stimulate new listings (supply of equities) a Private Sector Enterprise Support Facility
(PSESF), a fund ofperhaps between $1 million and $2 million, could be established to facilitate the flow of equities from
the private sector to the market. Other potentially useful measures include the promotion of regional venture capital
funds and regional investment funds and the design of regional sector indices.

♦ Institutional Capacity Support
Many of the new African exchanges are underdeveloped and do not have the capacity to meet operating
costs. Unless this problem is addressed, there is the real risk of loss of institutional experience/knowledge/capacity
through loss of skilled and experienced staff. To address this, a specific program could be designed to give institutional
funding assistance to stock exchanges and regulatory authorities. This would be in the form of two or three year
institutional capacity programs to provide financial support to relevant institutions. This funding "top up" should be
linked to defined performance criteria or deliverables as part of the contract.

♦

Discussion

The critical role of institutional investors in the development of small new exchanges was highlighted. In
Namibia, regulations on mandatory investment in shares listed on the domestic exchange had helped develop the
market. It was noted that many companies in Africa are hesitant to list on an exchange because they fear the degree
of disclosure that this would require, while others fear loss of control of the company. While there may be no direct
solution to countering this fear, it was suggested that appropriate companies could be targeted for discussions on the
issue of listing on an exchange and the

attendant costs, benefits and listing procedures. The issue of privatization trust funds was raised, and the speaker
suggested that they have been useful in privatization programs in order to promote broad share ownership, particularly
as they facilitate the utilization ofvehicles such as ESOPs, payroll deduction schemes and deferred payment schemes.
There was also discussion of issues related to the system of trading on the LuSE and difficulties of price discovery in
the market.

V. Identification of Technical Assistance Needs in Capital Markets Development Based on
Needs Assessment Missions

In order to come with a final report on the needs assessment in capital market development in Africa the
project will utilize three major sources:
>

>
>

The needs assessment missions;

The survey questionnaire on capital market development that was distributed to African countries with a stock
exchange ; and

Inputs received from participants at the High-Level Policy Workshop.

The recommendations based on the first two inputs (the mission report and the summarized results of the

survey questionnaire) have already been documented.

Based on the findings of the High-Level Policy Workshop the following recommendations can be made :

•

All the training programs should be on a regional as opposed to national level, grouping a number ofcountries

for each training session. The training will need to group countries according to their stage of development sothat countries in similar stages, which would accordingly have similar needs, could participate in training most

relevant to their priority needs. It would be appropriate to hold the training programs in cities with established
and relatively well developed securities exchanges.

•

The findings of the needs assessment missions strongly indicate that intensive two-week training pro
grams on the following would be appropriate :

1)
2)

Introductory training program on capital market issues.
Training programs for regulators and institutional investors.

3) Training program on fixed income market operations and the establishment of a fixed income market.

4)
5)

Training programs for stockbrokers.
Training program for financial reporting for print and broadcast media reporters.

These training programs would be implemented over the next three years.

•

In tandem with the regional training programs at least three major policy research studies on regionalization
of securities markets in Africa, development ofprimary and secondary bond markets in Africa and the
role of institutional investors in capital market development in Africa should be undertaken. The timing of
the final out-puts of these policy research studies should aim, to the degree possible, to coincide with the
implementation stages of seminars/ workshops on these subjects.

•

Intensive overseas internship programs (two weeks) for qualified capital market professionals would be
offered after completion of the an introductory training program in capital market issues. These internship
programs would involve on the job training in stock exchanges, regulatory bodies, depositories and bond issuer
agencies in Europe and Asia.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS ON TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS
Following the general presentations, participants discussed technical assistance needs for capital market de

velopment including issues relating to stock *md bond market development, the regulatory environment, brokerage

services, institutional investors, public awareness campaigns and technological infrastructure ofthe securities markets
(cleanng and settlement systems and the CSD). Participants made the following recommendations:
1. Regulatory Environment

1.1. African countries are encouraged to create regulatory bodies where they do not exist. It is desirable
that such a body enjoy sufficient independence in its activities.

1.2. A training program should be established for securities regulators. The program should be customized
to meet the specific needs of countries, and take place near established stock markets.

1.3. Model regulatory laws drawn from existing legislation should be prepared and distributed for use by
countries considering establishing a securities exchange.

1.4. Support should be provided in order to harmonize regulations that deal with licensing of intermediaries.
1.5. Support should be provided for the establishment of a regional association of securities commissions.
1.6. ECA should provide technical assistance to regulatory bodies for advisory services and studies.

2.

Bond Markets

2.1. Training should include the issue ofthe role and operation ofbond markets, and information should be
disseminated on the establishment of bond markets and issues related to bond markets.
2.2. Training should be provided to industry professionals on fixed income instruments and markets.
2.3. Governments should support the issuance of long-term bonds as benchmarks. The JSE may be ap
proached to share its experience in this respect.

2.4. Support should be provided to encourage an interface between the capital markets and central banks,in
order to promote the development of secondary bond markets.

2.5. Training should address the issue of the potential role of credit rating agencies in African capital

markets and their feasibility in pre-emerging and emerging capital markets.
2.6. Disseminate information on bound issues.

3.

Stock Market
3.1.

Provide training for stock market participants in such areas as settlement, listing, market analysis and
reporting.

32.

Organize training in financial market reporting for the financial media. The training could take the form
of seminars, workshops, and stock market visits and take place near securities exchange centers..

33.
3.4.
3.5.

Encourage the private sector to take an active role in supplying equities.
Encourage the development of merchant banks as a way of boosting the stock market.
Organize training courses in corporate finance, preferably in collaboration with established centers,

3.6.

such as the Center for African Investment Analysis in South Africa.
Sale of stock market information as a way of generating revenue should be further enhanced.

3.7.

Emerging stock markets should consider establishing networks with the established stock markets to

3.8.

benefit from their experience.
Assistance should be provided to promote and establish regional sector indices in order to expand
capital market breadth, depth and absorptive capacity.

3.9.

4.

Encourage the development of central depository.

Brokerage services

4.1.

Brokers should be provided with continued education to enable them keep abreast of
developments.

4.2.
4.3.
4.4.

5.

Assistance should be provided in developing criteria for the certification of brokers.
Training programme should be organised for back office staff.
Given the number of brokers in the respective countries and the cost implications for
running training programmes for brokers at the regional level, it is recommended that a
training of trainers programme be used as a way of reaching larger audiences.

Institutional Investment

5.1.

Promote the development ofdomestic institutional investors in order to reduce volatility ofthe
market which is often associated with foreign institutional investors.

5.2.

Encourage institutional investors to participate in the stock and bond markets by providing
government incentives, such as tax incentives.

5.3.

Support institutional investors in creating collective investment schemes such as mutual funds/
unit trusts.

5.4.
5.5.

Promote and develop regional venture capital funds.
Undertake a study ofthe role of institutional investors in the development of capital markets in
Africa.

5.6.

Organize workshops and seminars in portfolio management, merchant banking and related
matters for institutional investor investment managers.

5.7.

Support institutional investors to initiate the various programs, such as ESOPs, investment
clubs, payroll deduction schemes, which can increase the participation of small and middle-

5.8.

Encourage institutional investors to promote regional and country funds.

income earners.

6.

Public awareness

6.1.

Funds should be made available to finance public awareness campaigns via print and broad
cast media.

6.2.

6.3.
6.4.

Efforts should be made to ensure that the messages are disseminated in languages that the
different audiences can understand. In the event programmes are imported from outside, it is
important that they are made culturally meaningful to the audience being targeted.
As a way of covering awareness campaign costs, corporate sponsors could be identified.
Technical assistance should be made available on the methodology for evaluating the effec-

tiveness of public awareness programmes.

6.5.

Campaigns should include programmes aimed at changing the mentality of citizens to save
and invest.

6.6.

The campaigns should include programmes aimed at sensitising public officials such as legis
lators and others involved in the formulation or enforcement of rules governing stock market
operations.

6.7.

7.

School curricula should include coverage of capital markets and teachers of this subject should
be sufficiently exposed to the operations of capital markets to make such teaching effective.

Technological Infrastructure

7.1.

Support should be provided on a demand-driven basis for needs assessment programs to
study technological infrastructure needs.

7.2.

Support securities markets by providing technical assistance for hardware and software en
hancements.

8.

Regional Integration
8.1.

Promote the development of regional stock markets and regulatory bodies.

8.2.

Promote the harmonisation of legal, regulatory and supervisory frameworks.

8.3.

Promote cross-listings of stocks among stock exchanges.

8.4.

Support the development of technological infrastructure to enhance regional integration.

8.5.

Support regional actions to adopt international accounting standards and increased informa
tion disclosure.

8.6.

Support harmonisation of standards for broker certification regionally.

8.7.

The training institutes programs should be customised to meet the specific needs of a country.
Such programs should be located near local stock market centres to benefit from the practical
and theoretical aspects of the program.

9.

General

Participants stressed that in the capital markets in general, and with regard to venture capital in
particular, great care-should be taken in exercising good corporate governance.
CLOSING REMARKS

Mr. Nxumalo closed the workshop, thanking delegates for their participation. He requested that any additional
suggestions related to specific recommendations or the project in general be forwarded within two weeks of the end of

the workshop. It was agreed that the steering committee should review plans for Phases II and III of the project.

VII.

ATTACHEMENTS

The Johannesburg Stock Exchange
Lessons for the rest of Africa

By

Franck Molobi
Manager Marketing, Research & Development
Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)

INTRODUCTION
In this paper I shall sketch the history of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) from its establishment in

1887 to the present time. I shall also highlight the milestones registered by the JSE during its development and evolution
particularly the sea-change deregulation of the market introduced in 1995 when the JSE experienced its own version of
the "Big Bang".
This historic journey will pinpoint some of the major pitfalls experienced by JSE during its evolution. Hope
fully, the stock markets in Africa will draw lessons from these pitfalls. But African Stock markets can also draw

inspiration from the positive achievements of the JSE; achievements that I think far outweigh the pitfalls.
From this balance sheet, perhaps it will be possible to suggest training activities that the JSE can share with
other stock markets in Africa.

1.

WHAT IS JSE?

A formal definition of the JSE is a place where companies raise capital in order to expand their businesses to
become bigger. This is the primary function of the JSE within the National Economy -the raising of capital for
productive investment. For example in 1998, approximately R 89.5 billion was raised in the equities market.

A secondary function of the JSE is the provision of an orderly market to trade in securities of listed compa
nies among producers/issuers, buyers and sellers as well as to protect investors. For example, turnover for the 1998 in
equities market was R 319.3 billion in value and 34.4 billion shares in volume while the 1999 Jan-Sept, turnover was
approximately R 3 30 billion.

Another very important function ofthe JSE is the collection and timely dissemination of accurate information
that relates to the market and its operations. In South Africa and abroad the quality mass media always have informa
tion by or about the JSE.

2.

AFFILIATIONS

The JSE is an active member of the following organizations:
•

Federation of International Stock Exchanges (FIBV)

•

SADC Committee of Stock Exchanges

•

African Stock Exchanges Association (ASEA)

3.

HISTORY

The JSE was founded in November 1887 to provide a marketplace for the shares of the many mining
companies that were established in 1886.

For the first 50 years of its existence, the JSE, not unlike the national economy, was dominated completely by

gold mining. In the immediate post World War II period, the industrial sector joined gold as the pace setter. The early
1960s witnessed an explosive expansion of the financial, commercial and industrial companies. It was during this latter
bullish period that the JSE's market capitalization zoomed form R 9 billion in the early sixties to over R 300 billion by the
late eighties.

As at September 1999, the market capitalization of the JSE was R1.5 trillion. This ranks us one of the leading
Stock Exchanges in the emerging markets sector and one of the 16 largest Stock Exchanges in the world in terms of
market capitalization. We are ranked 13 largest market in the world in terms companies listed (678 companies). We are
well on our way to being the best, medium-sized national stock exchange in the world. This aim is underpinned by our
current vision: to be recognized for excellence as a world leader in fully integrated electronic financial markets.

4.

STRUCTURE OF JSE

The JSE is the only equities exchange in South Africa. It is owned by its members. Presently there are 69
stockbroking member firms that comprise the JSE. The majority of our member firms are located in the Johannesburg-

Sandton area and the bigger firms have additional offices in the main cities and towns of our country.
The JSE is directed by a Committed (Board of Directors). The Committee may consist of a maximum of 18
natural persons all with full voting rights; six of whom may be persons who are non-stockbrokers and the remainder
must be stockbrokers. Presently the number of Committee members is 12. Policy decisions made by the Committee
are carried out by a full-time Executive headed by the Executive President - currently Russell Loubser.

5.

CONTROL

The JSE is controlled externally by an Act of Parliament: the Stock Exchanges Control Act (SECA) of 1948
which was amended in October 1995. Internally, the JSE operates its own rules and directives.
The JSE operates under a license that is granted annually by the Registrar of Stock Exchanges. The Registrar's

main function is to protect the public interest and his/her appointment is made by the president of the country. Compa
nies must apply to the JSE Committee if they want to be listed. Stringent listing requirements apply and in terms of the
SECA, the Committee is required to grant the listing formally.
In addition to the JSE there are two other exchanges that operate in South Africa. They are:
•

Bond Exchange of South Africa (BESA)

•

South African futures Exchange (SAFEX)

Unlike the JSE, BSA and SAFEX report to the Registrar of Financial Markets.

BESA trades in Government/Parastatal/Municipal loans also known as bonds or gilt's. These are stocks
issued by government or government-sponsored bodies like ESKOM and ISCOR as well as stocks issued by leading
municipalities to raise money in order to meet expenditure which is not financed through taxation.
The SAFEX trades in derivatives which is a collective term used for futures options or any other tradable
instrument, the intrinsic value of which is "derived" from another underlying asset such as shares, gold or bonds. For

example, the value of a future contract on the JSE All-Share Index is derived from the "value" of the index that is in
turn derived from the value of shares that make up the index.
Members of the JSE may independently become members of BESA and SAFEX.

6.

RESTRUCTURING OF THE JSE
Prior to November 1995, trading on the JSE was floor based and characterized by the unlimited

liability ofbrokers, natural person membership, poor liquidity, fixed commissions, and the low capital base of members.

The JSE has made great strides since then. It has enhanced its competitiveness through a dynamic program
of deregulation and reform commencing in November 1995 with the aim ofrevolutionizing the trading environment and
the systems that drives it. Post November 1995, several very important changes have already taken root: trading on the
JSE is now firmly screen-based and although it is still owned by its members, membership is now corporate and

qualified, characterized by EU-based capital adequacy, the segregation of clients funds and much improved liquidity.
The JSE membership is now predominantly corporate. There are 69 member firms that are separately
capitalized and most of the major firms are bank-owned. Member firms must have a minimum number of qualified
stockbrokers and the corporate must acquire 60 rights. An Institute of Stockbrokers has been established as the

organisation representing the stockbroking profession to maintain ethics and codes of practice and set and regulate
stockbroking examinations.

7.

REVOLUTIONISING THE TRADING ENVIRONMENT

The open-outcry trading floor was closed in 1996 and replaced by JET, an electronic trading system supplied

by the Chicago Stock Exchange. Since the JSE introduced electronic trading in June of that year, transaction volumes
have rocketed. This success has, however, highlighted the exchange's archaic, paper-based settlement system. This is
set to change, with the launch of a new electronic settlement system in the third quarter of 1999.
The demise of the open outcry floor, in favour of the screen-based JET system has been extremely success
ful and together with opening membership to corporate and deregulating fixed commissions by membership has con

tributed to a massive leap in turnover. A typical daily turnover in 1995 averaged between 2 700 and 3 000 transactions
a day. By 1998, the average had increased ten-fold to 20 000 a day with highs of almost 30 000. By the end of 1998 a
capacity to handle peaks of 50 000 a day was available. The JSE's back office support services are not capable of
handling this enormous increase in daily transactions efficiently in a paper-based environment. There was also a
consequent huge increase in systemic risk that needed to be managed properly.

8.

STRATE (Share transactions Totally Electronic)

After deciding that it would not attempt to develop its own settlement software, the JSE opted for SECOM,

which is used by the Swiss financial exchanges and has the same technology as South Africa's existing National
Payments system. SECOM now forms the heart of the JSE's STRATE Project.
The SECOM system can handle up to 100 000 trades a day. SWIFT has been selected as STRATE message
carrier, and the system is being customised and implemented by India's Tata Consulting Services.
The JSE is well aware of the need to compete on an international level, and STRATE's underlying purpose is
to bring the market into line with international practice, as well as to reduce risk, increase efficiency and reduce
settlement costs.

STRATE will conform to G30 recommendations, providing contractual, rolling gross electronic settlement.
Currently, in the paper-based environment, broker delivery obligations arising from their trades are netted. STRATE
has opted for gross settlement because it allows connectivity with other central securities depositories which operate in
this manner.

Rolling settlement will be on the basis of T+5 initially, although the ultimate objective is T+3. The system will
provide simultaneous, final and irrevocable delivery versus payment and will require the dematerialization of scrip in a
Central Securities Depository (CSD). The CSD will provide services to CSD participants, who will be authorized to

deposit and in exceptional circumstances withdraw paper share certificates directly. STRATE will receive settlement

instructions from the JSE's systems and then send these to the banks and CSD participants involved. It will record their
responses and keep all parties informed of the status of settlement instructions.
Finally it will trigger the movement of money through the National Payments System simultaneously adjusting
share balances through the CSD.

With STRATE, investors may continue to allow their brokers to manage payments and receipts. If they
choose not to, payments will be made electronically with their bank. While the JSE's Equities Clearing House is now

used only for settlements between brokers, STRATE will enable electronic settlement between investor and broker as
well as between brokers.
Another change to be introduced with the new system will affect the date on which ownership of rights and

dividends passes to the buyer. Currently ownership passes on trade date, which causes problems if settlement is
delayed. Once TRATE is introduced, ownership will pass on the designated settlement day.
The most important benefits of the state-of-the-art STRATE systems are that they offer investors certainly

and securitv. STRATE's introduction is exoected to fuel the trend in traded volume growth as once a financial market

becomes more secure, it receives a higher rating and the higher the rating the more foreign investment can be antici
pated.

9.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER STOCK EXCHANGES

The JSE needs to be highly competitive to attract more foreign investment and to mitigate the effects of the

global financial turmoil. While investors are becoming increasingly wary of emerging markets, South Africa cannot be
classified in the same category as emerging markets like Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia.
In comparison with these exchanges and particularly other African exchanges: South Africa is rich in metal
and mineral reserves. It has abundant energy resources, extensive physical infrastructure, vast tourist attractions and
well-developed and diversified agricultural, financial and industrial sectors. The country has high technology strategic
industries, advanced research institutions and a very well developed economic and banking infrastructure with a so
phisticated support service industry. Its legal and accounting professions are world class. It also has relatively low
foreign debt ratios compared to other Third World countries.

10.

REGIONAL CO-OPERATION AMONG SADC STOCK EXCHANGE

Having invested heavily in new systems, the JSE would like to use its technological excellence as a means
of forging links with other national stock exchanges in the countries that form the SADC region (Southern African

Development Community). The 14-member SADC has nine working exchanges in Botswana, Namibia, Malawi,
Mauritius, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Mozambique is expected to have its market up
and running by/before the end 1999.
The JSE has been talking to other members of the SADC Committee of Stock Exchanges for some time

about harmonising listing requirements across all member stock exchanges. There are quite a number of examples of
companies with a primary listing in Johannesburg and a secondary listing in Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe or all three.

It does not make business sense for the companies involved to have to comply with completely different listing require
ments on other markets which are so close to one another. To facilitate raising capital, neighbouring countries should
have similar listing requirements, optimising the opportunity to select the cheapest market in the region.

The goal of the JSE, therefore, is to bring about closer co-operation among SADC stock exchanges to
achieve the critical mass necessary for SADC to attract meaningful foreign investment to the region. One of the
greatest challenges is the harmonisation of the listing requirements. The SADC stock markets have agreed to standardise
their listing requirements using those of the JSE. In fact however, on the 13 October, 1999 a press statement was
released simultaneously in all the participating SADC countries announcing that except for Tanzania and Mauritius, the

SADC exchanges have successfully harmonized their listings rules. Tanzania and Mauritius are awaiting the approval
of their respective regulators to implement their harmonized listing requirements.
The stock exchanges have also agreed to develop common entry-level examinations for stockbrokers and a
common clearing and settlement model.

At the continental level, the JSE is an active member of the ASEA. Member exchanges of the ASEA have
agreed, in principle, to adopt the 13 principles ofthe SADC Exchanges to harmonize their listing requirements. Hopefully,
in the near future all stock exchanges in Africa will have a common, harmonized set of listings requirements.

11. GLOBALIZATION
Stock exchanges all over the world is discovering that almost every aspect of their business is changing.

Traditional sources of revenue are coming under increasing threat from cross-border competition and new, focussed
commercial businesses are looking to break into a previously exclusive market.
There are 3 major developments taking place in the international stock markets currently. These are:
•

Demutualization: Change of ownership and access to market e.g. the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX)
and the Stockholm Stock Exchange. The London Stock Exchange (LSE) and the New York Stock Exchange
alert rpr.pntiv arnimmcp/l r\lnnc tn Hpmutiiiilicp

•

Consolidation of Markets: This takes places at different levels. At the country or local level, cross
market/product consolidation is currently being negotiated in South Africa by the JSE, BESA and SAFEX.
In Hong Kong, the Stock Exchange will join forces with the Futures Exchange and then demutualise
thereafter.

At the regional level, the pace and speed of consolidations in the European Union are breath- taking. Strategic

alliances and partnerships across markets and national boundaries are centered around the major financial hubs of
London and particularly Frankfurt where the EU Central Bank is located. Thus, the Deutsche Bourse (DB) has
formed strategic alliances/partnerships with most of the securities markets in the EU. In the US, Nadasq and the
American Stock Exchange have joined forces.

At the inter-continental level the Chicago Board ofTrade (CBOT) and EUREX (partnership between German
and Swiss derivatives exchanges) have joined forces.
•

Competition : competition for business among securities markets has increased exponentially, and in

some cases it has become aggressive. The NYSE has opened an office in Tokyo.
All these developments are driven by automation and advances in technology. It is interesting to note that
virtually, all the major strategic alliances and partnerships mentioned above are based fundamentally on electronic
trading systems.

Ironically, the period of proliferous consolidations of the securities markets in the developed economies

coincided with the proliferation of stock exchanges being established in the developing countries of Africa and Eastern
Europe. For example, there are 19 stock exchanges operating in Africa today compared to only 8 ten years ago. Total
market capitalization of African markets in US$ terms, excluding sough Africa has increased from US$ 5.8 billion in
1988 to US$ 108 billion in 1997, a nearly twenty-fold increase. The number of domestic companies listed on these
markets shot up from 788 in 1988 to 1155 in 1997.

However, what is not clear at this juncture is the response by the emerging stock markets of Africa to these
international trends. Paradoxically, since most of these markets are still at the early stages of development, it is relatively
much easier for them to demutualise, for example, than is the case for the more mature markets like the JSE.
It would appear that stock markets in Africa, as indeed in other parts of the world are not simply commercial
operations, but they are also powerful symbols ofnational sovereignty.
However, most of the African markets are small in size, very narrow and very shallow. This means that they
have low market capitalization, few types of financial instruments and little stock to trade. Poor liquidity tends to lead
to high price volatility and renders entry and exit conditions very difficult. It is not unusual to find small volumes driving
shares to their maximum or minimum price fluctuation levels in a single trading day.

The broadening of stock market access beyond national boundaries to other stock markets on the continent
could potentially improve market liquidity and provide investors with more diversified risk opportunities. This can only

be achieved if African stock markets interconnect, which will enhance liquidity, attract more issuers and investors and

contribute to the broadening and development of the financial sector. However, interconnectivity presupposes that
African stock markets automate their trading, clearing and settlement activities.

In addition to the lack of liquidity; another constraining factor relates to the absence of a strong domestic
investor base in African Markets. The percentage ofprivate and institutional investors who hold shares and are active

in the markets compares very unfavorably with the practice in other emerging markets and developed markets.
Domestic participation is important to buffer the volatility ofexternal capital flows, as is the political success
ofprivatization. It is also important to build international credibility -If Africans themselves are reluctant to invest in
their local markets this can hardly be interpreted abroad as a vote of confidence in their countries or stock markets.
The role of national governments in reversing the "brain drain" and the flight of capital is pivotal to the
development and/or revitalization of the capital markets in Africa. It has been mentioned that nationals of countries in
Latin America and East Asia played an important role in the growth of capital markets in those regions. They provided
the much needed 'demonstration effect' of the return of confidence in their economies by investing in their own stock
markets. A similar role will need to be played by nationals of African countries to assist them to attract foreign
investors.

Governments can influence this by creating incentives, or at least minimizing the disincentives, to save and
invest. They can also encourage the establishment of private savings and pension plans, to invest in the local stock
market.

There is an urgent need to address the constraints mentioned above if stock markets are to provide companies
with easy access to cheaper finance, investors with rewarding investment opportunities and countries with modern
financial infrastructures.

12. CONCLUSION

Emerging markets have dominated the world's economic growth and investment performance over the past
decade. Despite the challenges facing stock exchanges in these markets, they have the potential to overcome these
obstacles and to become active and growing markets with high returns on equity investments.

I shall conclude, by highlighting what is perhaps the most important challenge facing stock exchanges in the
emerging markets: whilst private capital will play a greater role in Africa, public sector investment with support from

international financial institutions and donors remains critical. It will be a long time before private capital flows replace
official transfers entirely. The most important challenge in this case will, therefore, be to ensure that private and public
flows of investment are complementary, not contradictory forces in encouraging economic development. The interna
tional financial institutions and governments could also assist the development of the stock markets in Africa by
reducing the level of debt owed by African countries and by supporting financial intermediaries (for example in the
provision of the much needed funds for poorly capitalized broker firms).

Bourse Regionale des Valeurs Mobilieres
West Africa

By
Kokou-Senyo Gozan

Coordinator Acting manager Director

Bourse Regionale des Valeurs Mobilieres (BRMV)

1.

History

The West African Regional Stock Exchange, BRVM, started its activities on 16 September 1998. It was

unanimously set up by the 8 West African Monetary Union (WAMU) countries, namely, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote
D'lvoire, Guinean Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, and Togo.
The BRVM has the following objectives:
- Raising subregional funds in order to finance investments;

- Strenghening economic integration among member states of the Union.

WAMU is a market with 69.3 millions inhabitants with a GDP and inflation rate estimated at 5.7% and 3.6%,
respectively in 1998.

The feasibility studies started in 1991, ended with the decision of the Conseil des Ministres of the WAMU for
the creation of one Stock Exchange for the 8 WAMU countries.

The 8 WAMU countries have the same Central Bank, the same currency, the same supervisory body, were
involved in the same corporate and bank accounting regulations project and the same legal environment projet.

Furthermore, one capital market in each country will not be appropriated if we take into account the small
size of our economy. Also, the option of a unique Stock Exchange for 8 countries was an original idea and an appropriated
one if we consider the globalization and the integration of capital markets and needed a boost from the political
autorities.

The Convention signed on July 3rd 1996 by the Conseil des Ministres of the WAMU for the creation of the
Regional Council has provided the basic rules for the Regional capital market.
This Convention confirmed by each parliament, lists the requirements to be member of the Board of the
Regional Council.

The Regional Council as the supervisory body of the market strutures approves and sets the rules of the
Regional Stock Exchange and the Central Depository.

The market strutures is composed by private limited companies.

2.

Organization of the Regional Stockexchange

The Regional Stock Exchange market is centered around two major entities:

-

A public entity composed ofthe Regional Council for Public Savings and Capital Markets (CREPMF).
It is the supervising body of the market in the entire WAMU territory. It is the equivalent of the SEC
US or SIB UK or COB in France.

-

A private entity, made up of the Regional Stock Exchange, the Central Depository and Settlement
Bank, and participants such as Brokerage Companies (SGI), Portfolio Management Companies (SGP),
Income Generating Companies, Sales people.

3. Accessibility
The regional Stock Exchange is represented in all the WAMU countries by an Antenna which is responsible
for:

-

The centralization of orders and their transmission to the central site (refer to chart in annex 1);

-

The dissemination of stockexchange information;

-

The promotion of the market at the national level;

Since 24 March 1999, The BRVM is equipped with a statellite transmission system which allows the Brokerage
Companies to:

-

Introduce client orders in the trading system from the antenas;

-

Online access to the trading session results;

-

Print transactions reports.

4. Status of Exchange automation and Interconnection of sites
The fully automated BRVM uses two systems: one for trading, and the other one for the Central Depository.
Both systems are PC based (Client/Server) and communicate through an interface.

Given that the BRVM is composed by 8 WAMU countries, some of the systems are linked to a satellite
network, VSAT (VSAT Plus II) supplied by a Canadian company (Prestige Telecom)(see picture below - Topology
Central Site - Antenna).
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Picture 2: Status of automation - Topology

Each local antenna is linked to the Central Site through a VSAT telecommunication system.
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5. Market Statistics

The regional stock exchange started its activities with 34 companies listed at the former Abidjan Stock

exchange (BVA).

J

On22octobre 1999,3 8 companies were listed. The total volume oftransaction is estimated at 3 15 millions

Tn^^l46'96 blUlOn CFA ($7826 milllOn)- ™s rePresents an averaSe 18813 purities for 281 18

million CFA ($468 640) per trading session.

Below are a few indicators of BRVM activity since 16 September 1998

Quelques indicateurs de I'activite de la BRVM depuis le 16 septembre 1998
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836 milliards

11.18 milli
961

—^-^g^

After 167 trading sessions, the figures recorded indicate a sign.ficant increase in the stock exchange activities:
-

The average volume of transactions per trading session increased by over 2000%;

-

The average value of transactions was multiplied by 12;

- The fall in the index, despite a slight increase in the first quarter of the year is mainly the result of the
training of participants in the use ofnew trading tools in the regional stockexchange market.
This significant increase in activities can only be greater with the advertizing and information campaign on

stockexchange operations.

This campaign basically aims at familiarizing the genera^

mostlyrese^edtome^rofessionals. Itisalso oriented towards foreign investors especially pension funds and issuers
(State, companies) so that they can use the BRVM mechanism to finance their capital needs.

Besides in a move to increase the activities of the stockexchange, the market regulators have drafted the

rules
for cofcte^^^
increase the activities of the regional stockexchange since it will diversify the savers

investments.

(a) Index on 22/10/99

(b) Index on 22/10/99

BRVM prospects over the next five (5) years are as follows:

to he listed per year

Total mirnhpT of companies listed at end of year
Introduction of new bonds per year

Tntal number of bonds listed at end of year

Average Market Capitalization over the year
Common stocks!*

1 699 586
105 500

1 805 086
(*) in million ofCFAF

For the year 1999, 9 new debt issuance will be listed against the five Piously scheduled ^
market, two (2) new companies will be listed which will bring to 40 the number of companies listed at the BRVM.
6. BRVM needs in technical assistance
Are as follows:

6.1. Set up of a Rating Agency;

6.2. Set up of a Research Department at BRVM;
63.<>gam

providers, foreign investors, US and european stock markets;

6.4. Set up an exchange and thinking framework for african capital marckets;
6.5. Training for BRVM staff and market participants by providing different levels of securities courses :

- Financing new products development (T bills, State bonds, zero coupon bonds, shares without right to
vote,....);

-

Market control;

- Portfolio management;
- Collective Investment management;
-

Etc.

6.6. Training Center;

6.7. Strengthen data processiong security (Gateway, Brokers connection, Contingency Plan);
6.8. Creation of Web Site;

6.9. Training seminar on Investment and financial technics thru capital markets for States financial services;
6.10. Training seminar forjournalists.

7.

Conclusion
•

The BRVM rules are based on the international standards on Stock Exchange;

•

The market conditions are the same for all investors (local & foreign, investors are obliged to inform the
Regional Stock Exchange and the Regional Council as soon they acquire 10%, 20%, 33%, 50%, 66% of
the capital of a listed company;

•

The taxation on securities income is harmonized between the 8 WAMU countries and will be effective in
January 2000. The tax rate is 10% on dividend payments and 13% on fixed income, no tax on capital gain;
To give more insurance and security to investors on transactions settlement, the BRVM has put in place

•

a risk managment policy:

-

market risk (price tolerance limit 7,5%);

-

credit risk policy (use of a settlement guaranty fund);
operation risk (use of a contingency plan);
systemic risk (use of investors protection fund).

Activities in support of capital market development
in Latin America & the Caribbean region
A framework and critical lessons

By

Kenroy A. DOWERS, Ph. D.
Financial Specialist

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)

1.

BACKGROUND

For many developing countries, financial sector development is viewed as critical ingredient to foster sustain
able economic development. Financial markets provide the enabling environment for capital mobilization to pursue

investment opportunities. Recently there has been a gradual shift toward capital market reform with a focus on in
creasing the role played by non-banking financial institutions and the development of stock exchanges, pension fund
reform and institutional investors.

Key factors that are facilitating the development of capital markets includes rapid advances in information

technology accelerated pace of financial innovations, increased private sector participation, and the globalization and
increased integration ofdomestic markets. In addition, recent crises in Mexico in 1994, and more recently m East Asia

and Brazil (1998/1999) point to the heavy dependence on foreign portfolios investment, particularly in short-term highly

mobile securities. In Latin America and the Caribbean, low domestic savings has impacted on and limited the growth
of liquid and deep capital markets.

For close to ten years now, the Inter-American Development Bank1 has been working to enhance capital
market development in Latin America and Caribbean. This paper presents a framework that has been utilized in the
work to further capital market development. The paper also presents some of the general specific lessons learnt in the
work to support capital market development in Latin America and the Caribbean. The paper concludes with suggested
areas of technical assistance in line with the level of market development for a country.

2. A FRAMEWORK FOR CAPITAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT

The primary benefit derived from capital market development pertains to the increase efficiency in the use of
capital A well-developed capital market directs savings to those investments with the greatest expected return on
capital which leads to overall efficiency in the economy. Related to this is the increase applicability for corporations
and individuals with business opportunities that are capital short to take advantage of these opportunities.

Capital markets also impact on the government's control over money markets by providing opportunities to
control liquidity. A derived benefit includes the increased information, disclosure and transparency that helps improve
markets performance and corporate governance.

In its work to promote capital market activity the IDB focuses:
1. Macro-economic stability
2. Supply side impacts

3. Demand side considerations
4. Market structure

2.1.

Macro-economic stability

Macro-economic stability requires a focus on reducing and controlling inflation and government deficits,
monetary growth, and also the importance of external debt in relation to GDP2.
A critical aspect to macro-economic stability is the need to reduce financial repression (high levels ofreserve
requirements, interest rate controls, and political involvement in financial market activity). Financial repression creates
a negative impact on the quality ofinvestment activity and discourages financial intermediation. Financial repression

also affects security trading given it represses and leads to stock trading costs and financial ilhquidity. There is also an
impact on portfolio management as it retards diversification and financial innovation and this caps investment activity.

' The Inter-American Development Bank is a regional development bank formed in 1959 to accelerate the pace of economic «f«™*

d^elopZntnelDBhas 46 member countries of .hick 28 are regional (in the Western Hemisphere) and 18 are non-regional. Twenty-

six (26) of the regional are borrowing member countries.

' The relationship between external debt to GDP is auite relevant in the context offormulating a capital market strategy, as it demonstrates
dependence on external financing for financing programs within a country.

2.2.

Stimulating the demand for capital

The demand for capital is primarily a function of the availability of investment opportunities. As the rapid
increase in portfolio flows to emerging markets in the decade of the 1990s have demonstrated, the mobility ofcapital is
driven by the availability ofinvestment opportunity. Investment opportunity is in turn driven by:
1.

A country's resource endowment

2.

The economic and social policy pursued by the government

3.

Private sector risk taking tolerance levels

2.3.

Encouraging the supply of capital

The supply of capital is determined both by domestic savings and external capital flows to a country. The level
of domestic savings is a direct derivative of the performance of the economy, the individual disposition toward con
sumption and government policy. Macro-economic theory indicates that as the economy improves and disposable
income rises, even if the marginal propensity to consume increases, there is a positive impact on the level of savings.
Government policy particularly those that affect investment and dividing income influence both the level of savings and

also where savings are directed.

Over the past decade, a very important element inherent in government policy has been the influence in
creating an environment for the development of collective investment vehicles. One argument for the importance of
collective investment vehicles vis-a-vis individual investors, is the potential impact they could have in fostering better
information and their valued given professional management. Many of the countries in Latin America and the Carib
bean have introduced pension fund reform, with a move toward fully funded privately managed pension schemes. This
has resulted in the increased importance of pension funds as suppliers of capital for investment. Other programs that
continue to increase the growth and importance of institutional investors include mutual funds and insurance compa
nies.

The amount ofportfolio investment contributed by foreign portfolio mangers is very dependent on the market
perception of an emerging economy's legal/regulatory framework and market infrastructure. Several of the relevance
issues are addressed in the discussion on market infrastructure below so they will not be repeated here.

2.4.

Market infrastructure

To facilitate a vibrant capital market, attention should also be paid to the types of systems, structures and
mechanisms that allow for savings to be directed in a cost-efficient manner to the appropriate investment opportuni
ties. A main concern here pertains to the legal/regulatory framework that dictates contractual arrangements and
underscores obligations. Above all there should be a legal/regulatory framework within the capital markets, this

includes clear delineation and definition of rights and responsibilities for all sides offinancial markets, ajudicial

system is fair, expeditious and effective, an environment that enforces and recognizes property rights and a super

visory framework to oversee capital markets.

In addition, to establish the appropriate regulatory structure, attention should be directed at increasing enforce
ment capacity, for financial contracts and also for capital market activity of institutions and investors. In the case ofthe
judiciary, officers should be well trained and also be given the support to ensure that they can execute judgements
effectively and unconstrained.

The primary objective ofregulatory reform should be to ensure the safety and stability of the financial system,
which correspondingly increases market confidence for prospective investors. For many emerging markets regulatory
reform also has another objective, to foster and spur capital market activity via innovation. The latter underscores the*
delicate balance that must be struck between creating an environment to foster market activity vis-a-vis legal regula
tory reform that seeks to ensure safety. Important considerations in constructing the legal framework include disclo
sure, investor protection particularly for small unsophisticated investors, minority shareholders and market activity.

Regulation must also establish procedures for registration of securities, monitor risk, establish controls that stymie
excessive risk-taking, and enforce discipline3.

An important characteristic of recent approaches to pension fund reform is enhancement of the regulatory
framework. In most instances this involves the creation of an independent social security supervisory authority with
oversight responsibility for participants in the systems, including pension fond companies, employers and contributors,
with respect to investment rules, criteria for participation, switching rules, and contribution levels.

There is an on-going debate regarding the structure of securities regulation, which highlights the relevance of
consolidated securities market supervision. There are two primary reasons for the growing interest m consolidated
supervision. First, emerging economies are generally strapped for resources and thus cannot staff the independent
supervisory entities with knowledgeable and well-trained officials who have the adequate resources. Second, a con
solidated regulatory framework is being offered as a mirror structure to the on-going conglomeration that is occurring

within financial markets, that is also evident in emerging economies*. Generally the primary players in the financial
sector are not divided by segment, and a few entities would dominate the financial market. A centralized and consoli
dated structure provides regulators with a holistic view of the activities ofthese financial conglomerates.

Securities regulation cannot be discussed without considering the role of self-regulation for emerging econo
mies The most effective self-regulation is possible when there is divergent interests groups, wide market participation

and good access to quality information that is quickly impounded into the price of securities. However, when these
qualities are not-present, then self-regulation should be introduced in a gradual manner and only as investor sophistica
tion increases and the quality and access to market information improves.

One of the primary lessons learnt form the 1987 stock market crash was that the clearance and settlement
systems were ill prepared to deal with these types of market anomalies5. Clearance and settlement systems (the
plumbing) for capital market activity are designed to reduce several types ofrisks, including:
1.

Counterpart credit risk

2.

Liquidity risk

3.

Operational risk

Clearance and settlement systems, particularly book entry systems and central securities depositories with
good risk management mechanism also lower transaction cost of trading.

There are several critical considerations in developing clearance and settlement systems for developing coun

tries First, a decision must be made regarding the role of the private sector in providing the capital, management and
control ofthe underlying system. Second, consideration must be directed at the relationship between the existmgbank
payment system and the securities clearance and settlement system to ensure that there is appropriate harmony. Also
in establishing clearance and settlement system, some consideration should be given to linkages with international
clearance and settlement systems6.

The International Organization of Securities Commissions (JOSCO) has developed Core Principles of Securities Regulation to help guide
and M— °f "»"""<
assistance.

* Even for the U.S. that has long withstood calls for amendment of the Glass-Stegall, which was established in the period after the 1929 stock

Jchanfelraskl late Octobl 1999, change in on the way. There is now a bill approved by Congress which will see drasUc changes in
Glass-Stegall to allow banks to participate in selective capital market activity.

> The reaction by the investment community and public officials to the risk posed by the settlement systems ^J°^™^roup ^Thirty
Recommendations for clearance and settlement. These eight (8) recommendations though not explicit in establishing standards provided

wZZTrTaZgto delivery versus payment, settlement time, and securities lending. Several international organizations ^dinghe
^aZnTsocVtyof Securities Administrations (ISSA) and the European Central Bank have since modified and introduced additional
recommendations.

< In the international capital markets, several major players including: CEDEL and Euroclear are forming alliances that are changing the
nature of international clearance and settlement.

3. Lessons learnt in promoting capital market development
In working to support capital market activity in Latin American and the Caribbean, several lessons relating to
the approach, methodology, and outcomes could be identified. Below the paper presents general lessons learnt and also
some more specific issues.

3.1.

General lessons

The first basic lesson is the role ofmacro-economic stability. This issue is addressed extensively in Section 2
and sets the basic foundation for all financial market activity. Without macro-economic and social stability programs

will be sub-optimal and discursive. The rapid improvement in information technology also provides very cost-effective
solutions to many of the infrastructure issues faced by emerging economies. The reducing cost of technology also

creates an opportunity for emerging economies to leap-frog some ofthe evolution stages that countries with advanced

capital markets have had to endure. It also goes without saying that there must be a champion either in the government

or m the private sector that pushes the project idea and is ready to contribute counterpart funds7.
3.2.

Specific lessons

a) One size does not fit all

While emerging economies display common characteristics regarding the market structure, legal/regulatory
framework, investor profiles, and level of development of instruments, there are still marked differences between the
levels ofdevelopment. Thus, technical assistance programs aimed to support market development must consider these

differences and respond accordingly. In Latin America and the Caribbean we can identify at least four levels ofcapital
market development, dependent on the type of regulatory structure, market infrastructure, investors and instruments
Table 1 below presents profiles of each of these. There are approximately two countries in the fist level about three

countries in the second level with most of the other countries representing the last two levels.

The most fundamental lesson Ieamt in the context ofdifferential development and implied in the typology is
that each level of capital market activity requires a program that fits the needs ofa country. As is evident countries in
the non-existent category are primarily trying to launch their capital markets and thus face crucial decisions regarding
developing the legal regulatory framework, providing incentives for business to provide short term instruments and also
faying to develop rudimentary collective savings vehicles such as unit trust schemes, mutual funds, and credit unions
On the other hand, the countries that are included in the mature category have already established the required

financial institutions and securities law and are now focusing on specific issues regarding expanding the types of
instruments traded, special arrangements such as risk management, derivatives, and asset securitization8 In addition

these countries are considering second generation legal reform for specific issues.

mmTh^ZZ^

aitZLinLl,

K (IDB Gr°UP hQS e5tabli5hed ° teChnical **"«>»<* Md called the Multilateral Investment Fund

n P™°0> source of nonreimbursable grant money funds for technical assistance to promote capital markeT

activity in the region. The principal contributors to this fund are governments of Japan and the U.S. The fund is unique given it could be

~%zz^;rz t%zz^onal co™ofthe !DB and also thefu»d *^«

' Securitization is one ofthe fastest growing type offinancial contract in Latin America and Caribbean. In the past two years Columbia
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1 : Profile of Capital market Development Latin America and Caribbean
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b) Developing a strategy for capital market Development

Given the previous issue, as countries identify their level ofdevelopment, it is important that this; be followed

There i. a real role to be played by the Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) and other International

^toto Rrst these institutions should develop their own capital market strategy, with the elements ofthat

mmmm

studies, technical assistance, or be a conduit to disseminate information and best practices.

. * Latin America and Cardan, there are sever.

Council of Securities Regulators of the Americas (COSRA) a
Latin American and the Caribbean, the U.S. Secunnes and

several provision securities regulatory bodies in .

^Z

f the recent areas offocus include

ki2^

c) Public-private partnership and the evolution of the Capital Markets

Capital market development is not only the responsibility of the government but there is a relevant and
important contribution that could be made by the private sector. For instance, the governments of many of the small

emerging countries of Central America and the Caribbean have been major sponsors of financial institutions in their
embryonic stages, which are subsequently privatized when they reach a more mature stage of development. Other
financial institutions such as clearance and settlement entities have also been launched as private-public partnerships.
Appropriate explanations for this type of co-operation are cost and ownership. For some countries; the cost of devel
oping the market infrastructure is prohibitive and not profitable. The government could provide seed funding or subsi
dize the cost of introduction of these systems, which allows the private sector individuals to concentrate on the man
agement of the system.

d) Developing a well-trained workforce

A reality for many emerging economies is that there is a dearth ofmarket talent either on the public or private
sector side. The private sector could concentrate on increasing abilities in brokerage activities, investment manage
ment, accounting, law and clearance and settlement. There are many established international entities that provide
certified training programs in all these areas and Memorandum of Understanding could be established between local
and these international entities.

For the public sector, while officials must display their own desire to be up-to-date with the technology and

techniques of their discipline, training programs for market regulators could be developed that address the needs of the
different levels of seniority. A cost-efficient way to pursue training for regulators is to develop sub-regional training
associations where staff could participate in programs that are sponsored by regional rather than national authorities.
Box 1: Principles for Training Programs
for Capital Market Participants

Selecting individuals for training programs
must be driven by the appropriate rationale
rather than be viewed as incentives or
favours;

Joint

training

international
training

programs

that

link

organizations

with

local

for

more

bodies

also

allow

sustainable programs;

Trainer the trainer programs allow for
greater return on investment in training
programs;

The private sector is best suited to fostering
such skills

Public authorities in countries with advancedcapital
markets such as the CNV of Spain and the U.S.
SEC have established Capital Market Regulatory
Institutes geared to theneeds of emerging markets.
In addition,many retired regulators are also very dis
posed to providing externships for countries that are
seeking to develop a strong cadre of securities regu
lators.

There are some key principles for de veloping
training programs for capital market profession
als in emerging economies. Box 1 provides
some of these.

Local Universities could also work closely with regulators and the private sector to tailor programs in business
to meet the emerging requirements of the workforce. However, this should be a symbiotic relationship, as the private
sector must also provide support either through funding, technology and staffing to the programs ofthe universities.
e)

Investor education

Investor education is the last link in the chain to support the receptivity of the wider population to capital market

activity. Investor education has two aspects, the context and content of the message. The context relates to who is

responsible for developing investor education programs and the delivery mechanism.

Investor education programs could be co-sponsored by both private sector and public sector entities. Many of

the countries in Latin America and the Caribbean have given the emerging securities and exchange commissions the

responsibility of launching investor education programs, and many have found it useful to work closely with banks,

mutual funds and pension companies. In 1998 COSRA also launched a regional program to highlight strategies for
investor education programs based on the co-operation of the representative securities and exchange bodies .
The delivery mechanism for investor education programs must reach people where it could be most effective.

In addition the message must be clear, concise and linked to images with which the target group could easily identify.

InEl Salvador for example, the government is working with church and local groups to help disseminate information on

capital market and the pension reform program. Bolivia is also working very closely with employers to host town hall
meetings and counselling session on capital market activity. In the Caribbean, both Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago
have utilized the credit unions as vehicles to transmit information on the UnitTrust Scheme and now the Unit Trust has

established several regional offices in rural areas where an on-hand counsellor provides basic information on market
performance.

f)

Regionalization and Harmonization

In many sections of the paper, the role of integration and regional co-operation has been introduced, this
demonstrates the key function integration could play in enhancing technical assistance. Regional co-operation provides
an opportunity for co-ordination, pooling offunds, cross-fertilisation, and economies of scale and scope. For many of
the smaller countries, regionalization is also the most prudent avenue to gain wider international market acceptance and
also reduce the start up cost for establishing a vibrant capital market.

However there are some constraints to regionalization that could reduce program effectiveness, these in
cludes:

National pride
Proprietary interest

Different levels of development

Degree of integration contemplated

Legal/regulatory disharmony; and intra-country market segmentation.

In spite ofthese constraints there are working models that could be used as a guide. For example: the regional
capital market harmonization projects of the Caribbean and Central America; the BOLCEN project for the stock
exchanges ofPanama, El Salvador, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Nicaragua and Costa Rica; and the Regional
Stock Exchange of the Organization of the Eastern Caribbean States.

4. Conclusion

This paper has proposed a framework for understanding capital market activity and also has highlighted some
important lessons learnt in developing technical assistance program in Latin America and the Caribbean. An implicit
assumption of this paper is that there is no one best way to develop technical assistance and that technical assistance
could focus on any of the elements of the framework for capital markets introduced in Section H above.
It is also important to think in terms of feasible regional, sub-regional or national technical assistance projects
based on the level ofdevelopment. In Appendix 1, examples of some technical assistance projects are provided in line
with the typology introduced in Section III above.

" The U.S. SEC has been very involved in this program and through its consumer education unit has provided technical assistance to help
design investor education programs.

ANNEX 3

Tablel: Profile of Capital Market Development Latin America and the Caribbean
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sufficiently detailed in the listings requirements.

Where the required disclosures (say Companies Act)

paramount

importance

are not sufficiently detailed, the luting requirements
can prescribe additional disclosure.

Financial information and accounting standards
should conform to GAAP.

^

Corporate Governance

The SADC stock exchanges should make it a listing
requirements that companies should state in their

managed.)

compliance with the relevant aspects of the Code of
Corporate Practices and Conduct contained in the

relevant codes on corporate governance.

annual reports the extent of their <««*J^«^
King Report.

SADC stock exchanges are urged to endorse the

The listing requirements of the SADC stock

ES5

with those of

10. Transactions

Toting requirements of the SADC stock
listed companies

12. Pre-emptive Rights
The significance and

""

°a™S entered «*o by

harmonisation.

15th July 1999, being the

As at

deadline placed for completion

of the exercise, the level of

progress was:

Near completion

LuSeJSoarcL
Zimbabwe

Swaziland

Namibia
Mauritius

5.

Conclusion

ional integration and grow*

promote reg

emerging capital market.

market but the region as a whole.

as
tly help to achieve

Capacity building in capital markets promotion in Africa
The road ahead

By

Charles Mate

General Manager

Lusaka Stock Exchange
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'meStment that
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uItimate'y
,
fonal structure ofthe capita, market in orderto creaibie
creaSuibie
Sii con^r f f°r,Strate8Ies
es that P«™>te
P«t the
th ,nst,tumduces

growth. The development ofthese strategies requ reses Z-7^tl™£ T 'v ^f eC°n°mic development and

processes ofcapital market deveiopment TOs pape^^Tes"eso^oZ
V^^' ^^ and direct **
aaoresses some ofthe capacity building needs and strategies for

cap.tal markets promotion in Africa.

Overview of presentation
The paper is three parts, namely :

Part A: Brief Update on African Stock markets

Part B: Capital Market Promotion and Information Strateg.es for Stock markets
Part C: Immediate Needs In Capacity Building - The Road Ahead

Part A

Brief update on African Stock markets

1 Africa - Last bnt not least! What of the 20th Century?

response to devZment'strateg.es and over three decades

The Agenda for the 21st Century

-Integration in the global economy

- Technology as the tool for change and modernisation
- Information and strategies for investment

11

Stock markets in Africa - Fad, Fashion or Fact?

actual fact under-pinned by real economic benefits.

Rapid growth into year 2000
Year

1980
1995
2000

No of Stock Exchanges
07
14

20

1 2. Privatisation and economic empowerment
process has been the driving force behind the formation of stock exchanges.

into the global economy ofthe 21»cenrjy

°"ce™rera.sed the prospects offully integrating Africa

1.3. African stock markets and strategies for the new millennium

-

Regional Integration

- Capitol Markets promotion (information) strategies

-

-

Development of Bond Markets

Technology strategies and solutions

1.4. Integration-A global trend
zones.

Caplta>marketlnte«

The following trends are noticeable;

2000-2005
2020

an European Stock market

" ^mf;Catlon of ^ock markets in the USA

. Similar moves in South East Asia

-

Similar moves in eastern Europe

What is the African vision ?

Regional m,egration cou.d lead the way here -E.g. Comnuttee of SADC Stock Exchanges

PartB
Capital marketpromotionandinformationstrategiesforstockmarke^
2. Information-a well trodden path

lOthe November 1871

Date

Uiiji- Shores of Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa

-S David Uvingstone -1 presume" - Henry M. Stanley

Place
Event

Information system

Physical verification - seeing is believing!

^NewVorkHeraldNewspapersentStanleytolocateandbnngbackinfo—nonthewhereaboutsof

the "missing" Livingstone.

Corollary- Information has value
informationisacommod^theac^sitionofwh^

2.1.

Market for information
of

this information and the attendant benefits.

What are the costs and benefits ?
User side - demand for information (benefit)
-

Shareholders

-

Financial analysts

-

Brokers

-

Information service providers

In short, the market needs information for its sustainab.lity.

Supply side - supply of information (cost function)
-

Companies

-

Stock exchanges

2.2.

Market for information in practice

The market for information in practice consists of several inter-locking roles. There is need for capacity
building in each of these functions and roles.

2.2.1. The role of the annual report
To the shareholder

-

Performance measurement in particular the earnings power of the business

-

Assessment of the value/worth of the business.

-

Transparency and disclosure (Agency costs)

-

An opportunity for a SWOT review of the business

But how much information?
-

Image versus hard information

-

Marketing versus the utility value (benefit)

-

And What cost?

2.2.2. The role of the auditor
The conventional role of an auditor can be summarised as assessment of accounting policies - namely their
appropriateness and consistency and to:

-

Give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatements
Give an opinion on the true and fair view of the financial position of the company.

But note

Auditors responsibility is to express an independent opinion, only, and no more than that!

The financial statements are the responsibility of company's directors/executive committee.
Issues for debate

- The view that auditors now have limited role

- Therefore the need for other information systems to give comfort to shareholders, investors and
the market.

Hence relevance of Annual Report as a comprehensive disclosure document that integrates financial
statements with other information systems such as compliance with listing rules and corporate governance prin
ciples.

Question:

Does the capacity to use the annual report as an information tool/source exist?

2.2.3. The role of the listing rules

The principles of listings requirements are worth reiterating
1.

There should be full, equal and timeous public disclosure of all significant matters relating to listed
companies.

2.

Holders should be given full information, afforded adequate opportunity to consider in advance and
vote upon substantial changes in operations, constitution and shareholder rights.

3.

All parties involved in the dissemination of information must observe the highest standards of care in
doing so.

4.

All holders of the same class of securities must enjoy fair and equal treatment.

Benefits and advantages of listing rules to shareholders & the market:
Principles of listing rules provide the key benchmarks to test and judge the quality of the information
systems of listed companies, the enforcement and application of the rules - ultimately their utility value to
investors.

-

Full equal and timeous disclosure. Listing rules reduce considerably the time lag of information disclosure j
compared to 6-18 months associated with annual reports.

-

i

Increasingly providing real time information e.g. SENS on the JSE.

A maj or advantage over the annual report (historical information)

-

;

Investors/shareholders increasingly demand current data and historical information (annual reports) and j
look to stock exchange for supply of this information.

-

Reduces the burden on investors of monitoring public companies.

Therefore reduces the cost of information for decision and analysis.

Conclusion - the stock exchange via listing rules has become hub of market information
Question:

Does the capacity to enforce listing rules let alone comprehend them exist?
2.2.4. The role of corporate governance

The recent history and development of the corporate governance debate can be summarized as follows:
1992:
1995:
1998:

Cadbury committee - issues of control and accountability. "The system by which companies
are directed and controlled"

Greenbury report - issues of good practice in the determination of Directors' remuneration
Hampel report - Need for broad principles applied with flexibility, not prescriptive guidelines.

♦•

^u!

^ overriding objective of companies is preservation and greatest practical enhancement over

time of their shareholders investment".

1998: The combined code - a set ofprinciples and code embracing the Cadbury, Greenbury and
Hampel recommendations.

'Operation of Corporate governance
Corporate governance therefore currently derives its' application based on
- Accountability trough disclosure.

Rules ^ PraCtiCC> 'tS' apphCati°n iS evidenced ™ *e Annual General Meeting and the Stock Exchange Listing
Board of directors and the AGM

Board ofDirectors required to produce at AGM externally audited accounts to enable shareholders to assess

the adequacy of the directors stewardship.

Disclosure by stock exchanges listed companies
- Listed companies required to report how it applies the principles of corporate governance

- Listed company to confirm it complies with individual code provisions or provide explanation where pro
vision not adhered to.

Issues and challenges for corporate governance

- Seeks to minimise agency costs i.e. the conflict of interest between managers and shareholders

-

Seeks to give information that is:

- Verifiable
-Reliable
- Objective

Question:

How can we use corporate governance principles as an important information strategy in African Stock

narKets /

2.3.
-

Summary on information strategies

Information has value

- Cost ofinformation (acquisition, access, sourcing) should be lowered to maximise its benefit to users

- This creates demand for information (the market for information- Wall St Journal, FT etc) - hence market
sustainability.

Information sources
Annual report'

-

Historical

Corporate governance
Listing Rules

-

Historical/real time
Historical/real time

The Stock Exchange

-

Real time

Conclusion

The Stock Exchange now increasingly provides real-time information to the market. Such information has

greater utility value than historical information. The Stock Exchange therefore has become the hub of the market for
information.

Capital markets promotion strategies should therefore focus on the inter-play between the Stock Exchange
and the market for information in practice.

Capacity building shouldaim at understanding the significance ofthis inter-play, its'function, operation as well
as managing the various roles in the capital market.

Part C

Immediate capacity building needs and action strategies
The road ahead

3. Overview-Capacity building needs

Having developed and understood the role ofinformation in the capital market, and the use ofthis information

in practice, we can now develop the capacity building needs and the required action strategies. Bnefly these needs fit

into the following categories:
-

Public level needs

-

Market institutional structure needs

-

Sustainability needs

The corresponding strategies are developed below:

3.1.

Public level needs

At the public level, there is need to promote the capital market as well as to educate and inform In most
markets in particular, new markets, the lack of financial reporting skills and analysis is a key constraint and impedance
to capital market development and growth.

F

Focus/need: Financial Market Reporting in the Media
-

Newspapers

-

Broadcasting

-

Television

-

Electronic (internet)

Cost/benefit analysis
Media reduces cost of information to the public. Benefit stimulates demand.

nn Annual
Annnnfr^T^V97
r^f^^^ ^ ExchangC '"j°mt collaborat">n with Zim papers Ltd has organised
Report Award for listed companies. The value and significance ofthis was evidenced on 14 October 1999
/hen the Herald newspaper published it's largest print run ever to mark the 29lh Annual Report Awards.
3.1.1. Action strategies for public level needs
Capacity building in this regard, will focus largely on training
-

Training in Financial Market reporting
Training in audio/video broadcasting

-

Training in electronic information retrieval and access via the internet

Type of training

d reward^^ ^ ^^ ** is aPProPriate and ideal will be a combination ofconceptual frameworks, practice
Seminars/workshops/study visits to stock exchanges (5days)
Work study attachment to financial media for practical (10 days)

Business reporting awards

Location

To give the training strong relevance and appropriateness, it is important to identify locations in Africa that
have reasonably developed stock markets and which therefore serve as "activity centres".
-

At stock market activity centres-Nairobi, Harare, JSE
Participants: Financial j ournalists/broadcasters

3.2. Institutional structure needs

The importance of the institutional structure of the market is often over-looked in programmes to develop
capital
markets. Yet this remains one of the key determinants to the viability and growth of new markets.
new
Focus/need - market analysis and reporting

The analysis of market information, its' interpretation and application is today one of the cornerstones of
institutional investment and the growth of fund management as the key driver to stock market growth in the last few
years.

-

Market Information Research and Analysis
Market Information Reporting and Communication
Market Information Comprehension and Decisioning
Market Information Management and Control

Target

-

Producers of information

-

Stock exchanges/brokers

-

Users

-

Fund managers/financial media/information service providers

Qualification

-

Professional Training/Degree level

3.2.1. Action strategies

Capacity building in the development of the institutional structure of the market is a major task and challenge
The type of training needed is much more sophisticated and often requires the input of specialised services or institu
tions to conduct the training programmes.

Continuing education programs

-

In collaboration with business schools/professional accountancy colleges

-

Training of stock brokers

-

Training of fund managers

Type of training

Support to stockbroker training under a regional program (harmonisation of standards) i.e. regionalisation (
international standards (SADC, EA, ASEA levels)

i^^

Location

Africa. BUSmeSS SChO0lS"e-g" AfriC3n Centre for ^vestment Analysis at the University of Stellenbosch in South
3.3. Sustainability needs of nascent capital markets
Role of information
Information stimulates demand.

Demand stimulates supply of listed companies
Supply/increased no of listed companies leads to sustainability

Case study- Namibia stock exchange

The Namibia Stock Exchange had used a combination of strategies to achieve sustainability.
These include:

1.

Efficient information dissemination and wide coverage

2.

Program of dual listings with the JSE

3.

Enactment ofinstitutional investment guidelines to increase domestic investment

Institutional investment guidelines in Namibia resulted in significant relocation of investment funds into

Namibta as domestic investment. Previously such funds were externalised to South Africa. This action has obvious y
boosted the market. However even before this, the market had ach.eved sustainability primarily through the Z

number ofcompanies that are dual listed on the NSX and the JSE. Further, the NSX releases dailyinformation
sent around the world by e-mail, as part of its promotion and marketing strategy.

There are a number of useful lessons here from Namibia for nascent capital markets.
-

Dual listings boost market confidence, activity and the revenue base
Proximity or association with a larger capital market boosts smaller markets

-

Market communication and information strategies stimulate demand

-

Regional integration should be encouraged

The capacity building needs in these areas are as already highlighted

3.4. Promotion and development of new capital markets
Privatisation needs

developed

r:Pr0Vlded
Privf,ation
extremeiypromotional
powerfui «*methods
***«and-* are
development
new can
costtherefore
d&ctivc be
andaninnovative
strategies

Conventional book type glossy prospectus
Newspaper prospectus
Incorporation in schools syllabus

: Very expensive
: Less expensive
: cost effective and sustainable

Private sector needs

Amaior error especially in new markets is to assume that the market will develop, grow and reach sustainability
on the back of privatisation programmes alone, government policy and formation of regulatory agencies without re
course to active engagement of the private sector. Tins is a fallacy. From the onset the private sector should b

ncTuded in any capital market initiatives. Fundamentally, the pnvate sector should be g,ven lee-way to serve as a

"product champion". This engenders confidence and as in Namibia, forces the stock exchange to concentrate on
attainment of sustainability.

Action strategies to support private sector

-

Public Level + institutional structure strategies - see 3.1.1 - and 3.2.1.

-

Low listing barriers in particular the costs of listing

-

Harmonisation of listing requirements

-

Sound legal an regulatory framework
Clear take-over and merger rules

-

Fair and equality of treatment

-

Fiscal incentives

3.5.

Information strategies for sustainabiiity of new capital markets - summary

Strategies

-

Schools curriculum enrolment and conclusion

-

Annual report awards

-

Share portfolio games

-

Support to monitoring/compliance authorities

-

Strong insider dealing regulation

-

Technical and consultancy support for design of fiscal incentives

-

Support to development of legal and regulatory framework (legislation)

-

Develop private sector programs. This should be the main focus

3.6. Sustainability support to private sector participation and economic growth
What can be done to stimulate and support private sector involvement in new markets?
-

-

Promote listings via small support facilities

Promote and encourage regional venture capital funds
Promote and encourage regional country funds in all African zones

- Promote and encourage regional sector indices
3.7. Institutional capacity support

Itisclearthatcapacitybuilding is importantfor capital market development. ^f^1^]8*!
lack of support and strategies for retention of the acquired institutional capacity as well as the skills, expertise and
knowledge developed at the individual level.
The Need

Retention of institutional capacity skills i.e. trained staff.

The problem

Weak infant undeveloped markets are unable to meet and cover all operating costs including recurrent costs

1 nerelore, unable to keep trained and specialised manpower on account of financial constraints.
Dilemma

Economic reform and liberalisation requires new facilitating institutions particularly in the regulatory area but

governments unable to fund these institutions.

6

^

Risk

-

-

-

Loss of institutional "information Knowledge"
Lack of progress and growth at institutional level

Failure to develop "home grown" appropriate strategies and solutions

Failure to achieve the goal of sustainability

4. Conclusion

A new Africa - Capital market promotion strategies are an important agenda

iation?^131 ^^ ^^ °PP0rtunity for economic integration and upliftment ofeconomic conditions (poverty
This requires critical mass and sustainable economies
This implies

-

Economic integration (regionalisation COMESA/SADC)

" S^T110™1 Standards on a11 asPects (disclosures, compliance, transparency, corporate governance, ISO
Information

tW nu. *?£? importantly that stockmarkets develop information strategies whose value ofinformation is greater

" ^T

^

mfomiatlOn ac(*uisition- CaPacitv fcufofing in the development ofthese strategies™ the

This leads to

-

Greater benefit for all users (investors and the market)
Broad and wide participation/ownership

-

Economic empowerment

-

Increased savings mobilisation into domestic investment

-

Success

Training programme for capital market intermediaries

By

Mumba S. Kapumpa

Permanent Secretary and Chief Executive
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

1. Introduction

The creation in Zambia of a new regulated securities market combined with a privatization programme

required, by necessary implication, the introduction of a training programme of intermediaries namely stockbrokers
and investment advisors. The Securities Act provides that only persons (corporate and natural) who are licensed by the

Securities and Exchange Commission shall be entitled to conduct securities business in Zambia. It is a further legal
requirement that investors will have to instruct licensed persons to transact on their behalf
2. Training regime

To meet those responsibilities appropriate training was designed. It was put in place to make trainees profi
cient in undertaking client transactions and in giving advice on Zambian securities. The training is also designed to make
the trainee sufficiently acquainted with securities law and regulations so as to know when to seek advice and to act
responsibly at all times. The training has set the standard for competence testing. The Securities Act came into force
on 17* December 1993. The first group of participants was trained in January 1994 and on 12* February 1994 the
Lusaka Stock Exchange (LuSE) was opened for business.
(a)

The stockbrokers Training Course

The course title is Registered Representatives (Stockbroker) Training and the selected institution that provides the
training facilities is called the Zambia Insurance Business College Trust, situated in Central Lusaka City.

Presently the course is conducted over a two weeks period with lessons being held Mondays tough Fridays from
08:00 hours to 17:00 hours with one hour off for lunch. The actual course material is designed to prepare individuals to become
stockbrokers on the LuSE. The course is run twice a year.

Regarding methodology maximum use is made of examples, case studies as well as role-plays plus some practical
exercises. Although the trainmg was designed specifically for the Zambian situation (no laws or meftods frontier,:ounmes

are taught unless also in use in Zambia) the basic program can be adopted to suit other pre-emerging market The approach

aaoSlTassume that none of the students have ever previously worked as stockbrokers. At the end of fte two week , a
cWnc examination is taken and which must be passed before a certificate Registered Representatives (S^broker*)

Certificate is awarded to the successful trainees. The certificate is a vital pre-requisite for obtairung a representative s license,
from the Securities and Exchange Commission.

(b)

Course outline

The following is the course outline stated per subject and under that the specific issues or sub-topics to be
covered and are classified at two levels. Level 1 covers material that should enable students to have an understanding
of the general principles involved. At Level 2 the general principles are applied to specific problems/tasks.
Level 1

1. Introduction to the Financial Markets and systems
a) Corporation
b) Stock/equity
c) Debt and interest rates

d) Public markets
e) Private markets

f)Money markets
g) Money markets

h)Types of financial institutions

^^■"^r*^J'<*'™**J*^

2.

Sources of Investment Information and interpretation of financial statements and analysis

a) The Balance Sheet
1) Assets

2) Liabilities
3) Net worth
4) Liquidity

5) Capitalisation, equity and debt
6) Working capital
7) Ratios

b) The Income Statement

1) Trading Account, income and operating expenses
2) Profit and Loss Account and financial charges

3) Appropriation Account, Reserves, Dividends and Shareholders Funds

4) Ratios

c) Sources and applications of Funds
d) Structure of the Zambian Securities Market

e) The Laws and regulations of the Zambian Securities Market
1) The Securities Act, 1993

2) The Regulations of the Zambian Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
- Licensing

- Conduct of Business
- Collective Investment Schemes
- Registration of Securities

3) The Rules ofthe Lusaka Stock Exchange (LuSE)
- The Rule Book
- The Listing Rules

f) New Issues

1) Types of issues

2) Registration and listing

3) Methods of selling (and underwriting)
g) Principles of stock selection and portfolio management
Level 2

h) Equity and Debt Securities
i) Equity Securities
-

Types of securities
Putting a value on equity securities
Rights of corporate ownership
Risks and rewards of owning equity securities
Distributions
Splits reverse splits and rights issues

Interest payments

Convertible issues

Transferability of Ownership
The Depository and Certificates
Negotiability

Transfer procedures
Accrued interest

j)

Trading, Clearing, Settlement and the Depository

1)

Brokers and Dealers
Broker or Dealer

Bids, offers and spreads
Types of orders

Processing orders and trades
Exchange procedures
Ownership dates
Confirmations

Fair dealing and ethics

Registration and Testing of Representatives
Record Keeping and Compliance
2)

The LuSE
Membership
Types of members

Listing and delisting of securities
Trading Rules

Reporting of Trade
Complaints and Disputes

3)

Clearing and Settlement of Transactions
Trade reporting

Trade confirmation/watching
Trade corrections
Depository accounts

Certificate deposits

Certificates withdrawals

h)

Chart Relations and Ethics

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

Accounts

Advertising
Disclosure
Margin accounts

Records

Processing an order
Delivery

Distribution

3. Licensing of intermediaries

n™,
K r ^ 3 ^fl' P^miSe °f the ACt th3t CVery dealer> investment adviser, and their respective representatives
must be licensed by the Commiss.on to carry on securities business. Only companies may be licensed £SS

representatives must be individuals, an investment advisor may be a company or an individual

Licenses are granted on application. Only persons who can establish that they are "fit and procer" nersons tn

nan;ml mte8rity 'nd reliability' P°SSeSSIOn °fSuitable -penencePand/or edutt.on
<•«""<" o
ur

is good reputation and character.

The Commission is not restricted to these aspects only ofthe applicant. It may investigate any aspect ofan

ymdMyHon^ct^
nft, r fo determinin8 "> application for licenses, the onus is on the applicant to establish positively to the satisfaction
ofthe Commission ,t will look at all directors, shareholders, officers and any other applicant company I may beTdded

here that fundamental to every regulatory regime is the competence and ethics ofpraetitione™

These aspects are the cornerstones of investor confidence and integrity ofthe market It has been stated

4. Harmonisation and adoption of the course

It is acknowledged that the training programme for intermediaries in Zambia was designed to cater

Training for senior secondary schools

By

Mumba S. Kapumpa

Permanent Secretary and Chief Executive
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

1. Background information to the project

pg

capital market in S^X

and create a free market system. It is also almed at developing financal or capital market in
nges SEC
the stock exchanges.
SEC is
is also
also regultd
regulated bby th
the Srii
Securities act No 39 of 1993.

""ivities ot

Two years later, SEC and LuSE realised the need to spread the new information on capital market in Zambia

cu^cuZ!!

" " P°SSlble- ^ °fthC P°SSlble ^ ™S t0 mt^ate thls — development^ theschool
theschl

SEC and LuSE organised a one-day seminar for all curriculum specialists on 14th August 1996 to educate

ftem on the importantjoffte capital market. Meetings were then held between the SEC and LuSE wi

Development Centre (CDC) to come up w,th the most appropriate way of integrate into the exist

tZ

CamhriHJ^
CDC adrTd SEC 8nd LUSE th3t thC Seni°r Sy"abus in Busmess (Commerce) subjects still followed the
Cambridge OverseasExaminations Syllabus, resulting in the topic "London Stock Exchange » being taughUn he

Zambian schools, fo March 1998, SEC and LuSE jointly funded the workshop at which the department ofBu in s

Studies reviewed the Business subjects syllabus (Commerce, Principles of Accounts) for gradesTo ,2 A fhe "me

workshop teachmg notes for the senior secondary level on the stock market and the operations ofboth SEC and LuSE

799
"y *e subject curriculum committee meeting from 27* April tT^May
799 atat CuT
CuT ,, ™enSyllfbUS
nf ™*n™*
n

S^TS1 " PmCnt

" ™SSy"abUS "n°W^CamCraRCadyC°Py™and

In June 1998, a joint review meeting attended by CDC, SEC and LuSE was held It was found i

Tr°rksho for the teachers °n th

cc<- *■

r' 7" "TV—6~" "'"'

rt

the national orientation workshops be conducted. The Curriculum Development
responsibility of preparing a budget, which was later submitted to I uSF anH

sssssorasx^^r^^s. luse and sec were th- - -—2. Problem analysis

attheLO^
3.

"
-

q

has been that both the pupil and he teacher

Objectives

17^*
^°Wledge
^ld t0 8"^ "^ ""^^ a leading programme which answers the problems of
the pupils and communities around the schools.

Recognising the fact that the securities or capital in Zambia is attainable for everybody

Providing knowledge to run similar workshops in schools, districts and provinces

Identifying problems in the teaching of capital market.

Recognising the importance in the community of the capital or securities market in Zambia.
4. Introduction to the new course outline

Attached is the new syllabus:

SUB-TOPIC

TOPIC

12

STOCK EXCHANGE

12.1. Stock Exchange

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
PSBAT

12.3.1.

Define the Stock Exchange

Securities
Shares
Stocks

Bonds
Debentures

12.2. Purpose and functions of the
Stock Exchange

12.3. Trading on the Stock

12.2.1 Explain the purpose and
functions of the Stock
Exchange

12.3.1. Discuss the trading on the
Stock Exchange

Exchange

13

LUSAKA
STOCK EXCHANGE
(LuSE)

13.1. Establishment of LuSE

13.1.1. Outline the reasons for
the establishment of

13.2.

13.2.1. State the purpose,

LuSE

Purpose, objectives and
functions

13.3.

Main players on the
Lusaka Stock Exchange

objectives and functions
of LuSE

13.3.1. Discuss the main players
on LuSE

- Brokers

- Dealers
- Listed companies on
LuSE

- Quoted companies
- Institutional Investors
- Private Investors
- Underwriters

- Merchant Banks
- Government

- Foreign Investors

13.4.

Buying and selling of

13.4.1.

buying and selling of

shares

- Floatation of shares
- Becoming a

shares.

13.4.2.

Benefits and risks

Participate in the buying

and selling of shares

shareholder

13.5.

Explain the process of

13.5.1.

Discuss the benefits of
being a shareholder and
the risks involved.

14 REGULATION OF THE
MARKET (SEC)

14.1. Securities and Exchange
Commission

14.2. Self regulation

14.1.1. Explain powers and roles
of the Securities and
Exchange Commission

14.2.1. Discuss self regulation by
Lusaka Stock Exchange

ANNEXES

PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME OF WORK

Theme of the Workshop:

Markets i

Monday, 1 November 1999
9:00 - 10:00

Meeting of the Steering Committee

10:30 - 11:00

Official opening of the workshop

Welcome statement by the Director,

Development Management Division, Economic Commission for Africa

Introduction of the Project - Promotion of Capital

Markets in Africa, Mr. Dawit Makonnen -Project Director
11:00 - 11:30

Adoption of the Agenda and Programme of Work

11:30 - 12:45

Plenary Session I: Chairperson - Mr. James Nxumalo

r. Frank R.

b., Manager ofResearch and Dev. The Johannesburg Stock Exchange

12:45-13:30

Discussions

13:30-15:00

Lunch Break

15:00-15:45

Plenary Session I (cont) Chairperson - Ms. Tran-Nguyen
Capital Market Promotion and Regional Integration
Mr. Kokou S. Gozan, Director and Coordinator
The West African Regional Stock Exchange - BRVM

15:45 - 16:30

Discussions

16:30-17:00

Coffee Break

17:00-17:45

Plenary Session I (cont.)

Training and Public Awareness Programs in Support of
Capital Market Promotion in Zambia
Mr. Mumba S. Kapumpa, Secretary and Chief Executive
Securities and Exchange Commission (Zambia)
17:45-18:30

Discussions

Tuesday, 2 November 1999
9:00 - 9:45

Plenary Session I (cont.) Chairperson -Mr.C Mwalwanda

Dr. KenroyA. Dowers, Financial Specialist, Inter-American Development Bank
9:45 -10:30

Discussions

10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:45

Coffee Break

Plenary Session I (cont.)

Capacity Building in Capital Markets Promotion in Africa: The Road Ahead

Mr. Charles Mate, General Manager, The Lusaka Stock Exchange
11:45 -12:30

Discussions

12:30 - 14:30

Lunch Break

14:30 - 15:15

Plenary Session II Chairperson - Mr. Asmelash Beyene

Identification of Technical Assistance Needs in Capital Market Promotion

Identification ofTechnical Assistance Needs in Capital Markets Promotion Based on Nedds Assessments Missions

Mr. Dawit Makonnen, Project Director, UNECA Consultant

15:15 -16:00

Discussions

16:00 - 16:30

Coffee Break

16:30 - 18:30

Plenary Session II (cont.)

Round Table Discussions on Specific Technical Assistance Needs for: Stock Exchanges Regulatory
Bodies Brokerage Services Institutional Investor The Bond Market Public Awareness

Wednesday, 3 November 1999
Morning free for drafting of the report

14:00 - 16:00

Plenary Session HI Chairperson - Mr. Y. Suliman
Presentation of Summary Report on the Round Table Discussions
Adoption of the Technical Assistance Report

16:00

Closure of the Workshop
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